a cost-effective way to conserve energy of lighting loads
without heavy investments or cumbersome changes in light ttings.

AVAILABILITY
OF POWER

INTELLIGENT
CONTROLLER

Phase indicators to tell
you availability of power
in each of the phases

LES Controller with RTC
and 5 se able me zones,
each with independent
voltage se ngs

TESTING
& CHECKING

SAFETY
FEATURE

Manual bypass either
for tes ng L S or for
checking energy savings

Used during maintenance

With increasing energy tariffs, the energy costs even on account of lighting loads is becoming signicant. Numerous methods
of saving lighting energy costs without compromising on lighting needs are being considered. Many a times these include
heavy investments or expensive and cumbersome changes.
Input

LES offers a simpler solution in conserving Energy on all types of lighting including old ttings with copper chokes, new ttings
with electronic chokes, tube-lights, CFLs, etc

ENERGY CONSERVER

R Phase

Y Phase

MINI CIRCUIT
BREAKER(MCB)

B Phase

Manual Bypass

˃

SMART CURRENT SENSOR

ENERGY SAVING

LES for...
savings of up to

Old Lighting installations with copper chokes
Lighting with a combination of Electronic
Ballasts and Copper Chokes
Lighting with Electronic Ballasts / T5 tube lights

25%
savings of up to

20%

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

PROTECTION
Ÿ

savings of up to

15%

Also works on Sodium Vapour Lamps, Mercury Vapour Lamps
and Metal Halide Lamps

Saves up to 25% energy
Works effectively on all types of lighting
Improves PF reducing cable losses
Reduces kVA Demand

Ÿ

Opera ng Mode

˃

Menu

Load Manager

LES Mode

Isolator
LES Bypass

MCB

For short-circuit
protec on t input

LES UV/OV

Senses when load increases to
adjust voltage to ensure
suﬃcient voltage during lamp
start-up

SEEING
IS BELIEVING

YOU ARE
SAVING ENERGY

YOU WOULD KNOW
WHEN THIS GLOWS

kW/kVA/PF and Energy
data for instantaneous
assessment of savings

LES is Opera ng o save
energy & protect your
ligh ng ystem

This glows either due to
manual bypass ac on
or a fault condi on

Increases lamp life and reduces
replacement costs
Reduces THD on current xtures that
generate harmonics

PROTECTION
CONTINUES
Even when input voltage is
abnormal, LES con nues
to protect and prevent
failures in your ligh ng
system

QUALITY OF LIGHTING
Ÿ

Ensures consistency of lighting which
enables better productivity

Speciﬁcaa on
LES is a device that saves energy by maintaining the power delivered to the lighting loads at an optimum voltage, without
visibly comprising on the quality of lighting (Lumen output) or comfort.
All types of lamps (except incandescent bulbs) have a non-linear curve for power consumption and lumen delivered.
Depending on the type of lamp, about 20% lower wattage results in 5 to 10% lumen drop, which is not easily perceived by the
naked eye.
Appropriate power supply to lighting loads also results in improved power factor and reduced harmonics.

Time Zoness

KRYKARD LES comes with a Load Manager to display kW & kWh among other electrical parameters, to know the energy
consumption patterns with or without LES, thereby instantaneously quantifying savings in energy.

Parameters Measured
Ofces, Commercial complexes, Hospitals, Educational Institutes, Research laboratories, Residential
complexes, Industries,Campus Lighting

Wide Range Model

Regular Range
Air-cooled Model

Regular Range
Air-cooled Model
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